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Abstract 
In scheduling theory it is widely assumed that a task is to be processed on one processor at 
a time. This assumption is not so obvious in the context of recently emerging parallel computer 
systems and parallel algorithms. In this work we consider tasks requiring more than one 
dedicated processor at a time, i.e. sets of processors simultaneously. Linear time algorithms will 
be given for the case of two, three and four processors and the L,,, criterion. The algorithms are 
based on the same simple paradigm. In some cases they deliver optimal solutions. In other 
cases, optimality is not guaranteed but they can still be used as fast approximation algorithms 
for which the worst case performance bounds are given. Results of the computational experi- 
ments involving four processors are reported. 
Keywords: Parallel processing; Multiprocessor tasks scheduling; Linear time algorithms 
1. Introduction 
Progress in the field of parallel computer systems and parallel algorithms creates 
a demand for efficient scheduling algorithms. It seems quite natural that a program, 
by exploiting its natural parallelism, can use more than one processor at the same 
moment of time. This observation contradicts one of the basic assumptions in the 
classical scheduling theory (cf. [ 1,6, 81). Consider, for example, a fault tolerant system 
in which several processors test each other [13], or a testing system in which one 
processor stimulates the tested object while the other processor is simultaneously 
analyzing its outputs [9]. In the above examples at least two processors are required 
simultaneously. Another application can be scheduling of file transfers on multiple 
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buses [12]. Here, both receiving and transmitting processors are busy with the same 
transfer. Furthermore, I/O intensive applications may access more than one bus 
simultaneously. 
In recent years a number of new approaches to the problem of scheduling in parallel 
computer systems have been proposed. One of them is scheduling of multiprocessor 
tasks [S, lo] which may require more than one processor at a time. There are two 
branches which stem from this assumption: (i) where the number of simultaneously 
required processors is important [S, 10, 153; and (ii) where the Jixed set of required 
processors is given for a task [2-4, 143. In [3] the problem of preemptive scheduling 
multiprocessor tasks requiring a set of processors on two, three, four or any fixed 
number of processors for the C,,, criterion has been analyzed. In [2] the general 
problem of scheduling preemptable tasks requiring certain sets of processors imulta- 
neously for the L,,, criterion is considered. The method proposed in [2] is based on 
a generation of all feasible assignments of the tasks to processors and on the linear 
programming. Although polynomially bounded, the algorithms proposed in [2] are 
cumbersome in simple cases. 
In this paper we derive linear algorithms for the problem of preemptive scheduling 
tasks requiring a set of processors imultaneously on two, three and four processors. 
Maximum lateness is the optimality criterion. In some cases these algorithms deliver 
optimal schedules; in some others, additional restrictions must be imposed on the 
instance to guarantee optimality of the schedule. When the optimality cannot be 
guaranteed, the worst case performance bounds are given. The average performance is 
analyzed in a range of computational experiments. 
Before going into details let us set up the problem more formally. We are given a set 
Y of n tasks. Each task Tf’ requires for its processing set D of processors simulta- 
neously during ty units of time. For each task we are given a due date. Let there be 
r different due dates dl < d2 < ... < d,. The set of tasks with due date di and 
requiring set D of processors will be denoted TD,’ and tD*’ will denote the sum of their 
processing times. Tasks requiring two processors will be called duo-processor tasks 
and those requiring three processors triple-processor tasks. All tasks are ready for 
processing at the same moment. Tasks are independent and preemptable. The proces- 
sor set consists of m elements. The optimality criterion is the maximal lateness 
L max = maxTp,y (cp - d,), w h ere cf is the completion time of task Tf’ with due date d,. 
We will say that tasks with due date di must finish in the ith interval, because they 
must be finished not later than in interval [di_ 1 + L,,,, di + L,,,] for i = 1, . . , r, 
where do = -L,,,. 
To denote scheduling problems we will use the three-field scheme proposed in [ 1 l] 
with extensions [7, 161. Here, the first field is either of P2, P3, P4, which means that 
the number of processors is fixed and equal to two, three or four, respectively. The 
second field describes the task system. Word “pmtn” is used to denote that tasks are 
preemptable. Word ‘(fixj)’ denotes that each task requires for its processing a certain 
specified set of processors simultaneously. The last field denotes the optimality 
criterion. 
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The organization of the paper is the following. In Section 2 scheduling on two 
processors is considered, while in Section 3 three processors are taken into account. 
The case of four processors is presented in Section 4. Section 5 reports results of 
computational experiments. 
2. P21 fiXj, pmtn IL,,, 
In this section we give a formulation of the algorithm for the case of tasks requiring 
either one of the two processors or both of them. The following theorem shows that 
L,$,,, the optimal value of maximum lateness, can be found in linear time. 
Theorem 1. For the existence of a feasible schedule for problem P21 fixj, pmtnl L,,, 
with maximum lateness value equal to L,,,, it is necessary and sujficient o guarantee 
that the following set of inequalities holds: 
jil (t’*,j +t’*‘)<di+L,,, fori=l,..., r, (1) 
,F; ( p2.j + t*+j) < di + L,,, for i = 1, . . . ,r. (2) 
Proof. Inequalities (l), (2) establish necessary conditions of feasiblity because they 
have on the left-hand sides the processing requirements of processors PI and P2. 
Hence, no schedule with a smaller value than L,,, can exist. 
We show that when the value of maximum lateness satisfies (1) and (2) then 
a feasible schedule exists. The proof is given by induction over the index i of the 
interval. 
For i = 1 the inequalities (l), (2) have the form 
t’**’ + t2’l d dl + L,,,. 
From [3] we know that for problem P21 fixj, pmtnIC,,, the optimal length of the 
schedule is equal to CA,, = max{tl**l + t’*‘, t’*,’ + t*“}. From (l),(2) we get 
dl + L,, 2 C&x, and a feasible schedule can be built in the first interval for the given 
L,,, (cf. Fig. l(a)). 
Now let us assume that a feasible schedule for tasks finishing in intervals 1, . . . , i 
exists and inequalities (l), (2) are satisfied for 1, . . . , i + 1. Then a feasible schedule for 
tasks with due date di+ 1 must also exist. Suppose no feasible schedule for the tasks 
finishing in the interval i + 1 exists. This means that one of the following inequalities 
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Fig. la. 
must hold (cf. Fig. l(b)): 
Fig. lb. 
92-i+ 1 + p-i+’ ) di,l + L,,, _ 
jy ’ 
tl2,j + t1.j) (3) 
p2.i+ 1 + $i+ 1 , di+ 1 + L,,, _ tl2.j + p.j). (4) 
But (3) is in contradiction with (l), and (4) with (2). We conclude that also for the tasks 
finishing in interval i + 1 a feasible schedule must exist. Induction over the interval 
ordinal number completes the proof. 0 
From the above theorem we conclude that the optimal lateness L,&, can be defined 
as a minimal value of L,,, satisfying inequalities (l), (2). Since there are O(n) inequali- 
ties in (l), (2), LZ,, can be found in O(n) time. The optimal schedule can be built 
following the scheme presented in Fig. 1. T”,‘+’ are scheduled as soon as tasks for 
the interval i are finished, tasks from T’,‘+’ and T2,‘+’ are shifted to the left as far as 
possible. Then, tasks from the next (i + 2)nd interval flow. We will name this method 
interval scheduling. The schedule can be built in O(n) time. In order to achieve this, the 
search for free time slots must be completed in O(n) time for all n tasks. It is possible 
when the scheduling algorithm holds a list of free time slots. The time spent on finding 
appropriate time slots is proportional to the number of considered slots. Since no time 
slot is considered after its time is completely allocated, and there are at most [n/21 free 
slots on one processor, the schedule can be built in O(n) time. 
3. P3[ fiXj, pmtnjL,,, 
In this section we consider preemptive scheduling of tasks requiring certain sets of 
processors from among three existing in the system, subject to minimal lateness. The 
problem can be solved in linear time for the instances with the following property 
which will be called accommodation property: 
i i t’,j ’ c t23,j a t’*‘+’ > t23-i+’ for i = l,...,r, 
j=l j= 1 
i i tzxj’ c t13,j 
a t’,‘+’ > t13*‘+’ for i = l,...,r, 
j=l j= 1 
I i 
(5) 
c t3.j ’ c t’*+’ 5 t3*‘+’ > t12,‘+1 for i = l,_..,r. 
j=l j= 1 
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This means that if in some interval uni-processor tasks are executed longer than 
duo-processor tasks requiring the remaining two processors, then also in the following 
intervals this situation takes place. The following theorem states the necessary and 
sufficient conditions for the existence of a schedule with the given value of maximum 
lateness. 
Theorem 2. For the existence of a feasible schedule for problem P3Ifixj, pmtn]L,,, 
with maximum lateness equal to L,,, and instance with accommodation property, it is 
necessary and sujficient that the following set of inequalities holds: 
j$l (tlz3,j + t12,j + t13,j + t"j) < di + L,,, for i = l,...,r, 
j$l (t123,j + t12J + t233j + t2,j) G di + L,,, for i = l,...,r, 
j$ (t’23.j + t13,j + t23sj + t3.j) < di + L,,, for i = l,...,r, 
jiI (t123J + t12-j + t13.j + t23.j) d di + L,,, for i = 1, . . . ,r. 
Proof. The proof of this theorem follows the lines of the previous proof. Observe that 
no schedule with maximum lateness smaller than L,,, satisfying (6) can exist. Other- 
wise, some processor would be overloaded or tasks from sets T12, T23, T13 would 
have to be executed in parallel. Thus, inequalities (6) establish necessary conditions of 
feasibility. Next, we show by induction over the interval ordinal number i, that for the 
given value of L,,, satisfying inequalities (6) a feasible schedule exists. Thus, I$,,, is 
a minimal L,,, satisfying (6). 
Let us analyze the first interval (i = 1). According to [3], where problem 
P3 1 fi.Xj, pmtn 1 C,,, has been analyzed, the shortest schedule in the first interval has 
length 
C’ ‘Inax = 
t123,1 + max{t’2,1 + t13,1 + t’.l, t12,1 + t23,’ + t2.1, t13,1 + t23,1 
+ t3.1, t’2.1 + t13,’ + t23.1}. 
From (6) we have Ck,, d dl + L,,,, and a feasible schedule can be built in the first 
interval for the given value I&,,. 
Assume, next, that for tasks finishing in intervals 1, . . . , i a feasible schedule exists 
and inequalities (6) are satisfied for intervals 1, . . , i + 1. We show that a feasible 
schedule for tasks with due data di+ I must also exist. Suppose that no feasible for 
tasks finishing in interval i + 1 exists. We will analyze each type of tasks by the 
number of used processors. 
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Case A: Some uni-processor task(s) with due data di+ 1 cannot be scheduled 
feasibly. Without loss of generality let it be a task from set T’*‘+‘. This means that 
t123,i+l + t12,i+l + t13,i+l + tl,i+l , di+l + L,,, 
- j$l @ 123, j + p2.j + tl3,j + tl.j), 
which contradicts (6). We conclude that tasks in T’*‘+ ’ can be scheduled feasibly. In 
the same manner one can prove the existence of feasible schedules for tasks from the 
sets T2,i+l and p.‘+‘. 
Case B: Some duo-processor task(s) with due date di+ 1 cannot be scheduled. We 
will analyze two subcases: Bl - if the length of the schedule for tasks finishing in the 
intervals 1 , . . . , i (which will be denoted by CL,,) was established by the processing 
times of triple-processor or duo-processor tasks (cf. Fig. 2(a)); B2 - if the length 
CL,, was imposed by processing time on a single processor (let it be Pi without loss of 
generality, cf. Fig. 2(b)). 
Subcase Bl: Assume task(s) from T’2*i1’ cannot be scheduled. This means that 
one of the three inequalities must be satisfied: 
t123.i+l + t12.i+l + t13,i+l + tl.i+l , d,+l + L,,, 
123,j + t12,j + tl3.j + tl,j), 
t123,i+l + t12,i+l + t23,i+ 1 + t2,ifl > di+l + L,,, 
- jj-l @ 123,j + tl2,j + t23,j + t2.j), 
t123,i+l + t12si+l + tl3,i+l + t23*i+l > di+l + L,,, 
- j;l tt 123.j + tl2.j + t13,j + p3.j). 
The former two inequalities can be excluded from the further analysis because also 
some uni-processor task would not be scheduled feasibly, which is impossible accord- 
ing to case A. The latter inequality contradicts (6). We conclude that the set of tasks 
P2*‘+ ’ can be scheduled feasibly in this subcase. In the analogous way the proof can 
be given for T13*‘+’ and T23,i+‘. 
Subcase B2: The length CL,, was imposed by a single processor - let it be 
P1 without loss of generality. Suppose that some task(s) from the set T12*‘+’ cannot 
be scheduled. We exclude at this point case A (i.e. the fact that T”*‘+’ cannot be 
scheduled ue to some uni-processor task). Denote by az3 the length of the interval in 
which T23,i+ ’ can be processed before moment CL,, (this interval may be empty). 
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Fig. 2a. 
Fig. 2b. 
Hence, 
623 = ci 
max 
_ max jil (p23.j + tl2,j + tl3.j + pj), 
tl23.j + tl2.j + t23.j + tZ,j), 
jil (tl23J + tl3.j + t23,j + p.j)}. 
Since T12,‘+ ’ cannot be scheduled feasibly we have 
tl2%i+l + tl2.i+’ + tl3,i+l + ma,-((), t23,i+l _ 623) > di+l + L,,, - cdax. (7) 
Suppose that t23,i+’ > dz3, then by substituting 823 in (7) we get 
t123,i+l + t12,i+l + t13,i+1 + t23.i+l _ CL,, 
+ max jil (tl23.j + t12.j + tl3,j + t23.j), 
jil @ 
123.j + t12.j + t23.j + t2.j), 
123,j + tl3,j + t23,j + t3,.i) 
(8) 
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Assume that the first term in the max component of the above inequality is maximum, 
then we obtain 
i+ 1 
C (t’23’j + t12’j + t13’j + t23’j) > di+l + L,,,, 
j=l 
which contradicts (6). Consider the second term of the max component in (8) as 
maximum. This may happen only if J$= 1 t13*j < I;= 1 t2,j. Then, we have 
t123,i+l + t12,i+l + t13,i+l + t23,i+l 
+ i (t 123.j + p2,j + t23.j + +j) 
j=l 
> 4+1 + Lax. 
And from this 
i+l 
C (t123,j + tl2,j + t23.j + t2,j) _ t2.i+1 + tl3,i+ 1 > di+ 1 + L,,,. 
j=l 
From (6) we have di+l + L,,, > Cj!i(t’23s’ + t12,j + t23,j + t’,j), the above two 
inequalities together give t13,‘+’ > t2’i+1, which contradicts the accommodation 
property. For the last component of the max term in (8) the reasoning is analogous. 
Now, suppose that r23*if1 < ~5~~. Then, (7) takes the form 
tl23,i+l + tl2,i+l + tl3,i+l , di+l + L,,, _ cl,,. 
Since the length of the schedule for tasks finishing in the intervals 1, . . . , i was imposed 
by tasks using processor PI, then CL,, is equal to 
C’ max = jil (tl%j + tl2,j + tl3.j + tl,j). 
From the above two formulations we get 
t123,i+l + t12,i+l + t13,i+l , di+l + L,,, _ C (tl23.j + tl2.j + p3,j + tl,j), 
j= 1 
which contradicts (6). We conclude that in the subcase B2 a feasible schedule for 
T”*‘+’ must exist. The same way of reasoning can be applied to T13,‘+’ and T23,i+’ 
because inequality (7) must hold when T13*‘+ ’ and T23*i+ ’ cannot be scheduled 
feasibly. This completes the analysis of case B. 
Case C: Suppose some triple-processor task(s) cannot be scheduled. We can ex- 
clude from further analysis the case when a triple-processor task cannot be scheduled 
with uni-processor and/or duo-processor task(s), because these cases have just been 
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analyzed (cases A, B). Hence, we get 
t123’i+1 > di+ 1 + L,,, - CL,,, 
but this obviously contradicts (6), no matter in what way CL,, was imposed. Thus, 
a feasible schedule for triple-processor tasks must exist. 
This proves the existence of a feasible schedule for the tasks finishing in interval 
i + 1. Induction over i completes the whole proof. 0 
From the above theorem we conclude that when inequalities (5) hold, the optimal 
schedule can be obtained in O(n) time using inequalities (6) to find Lz,,, and then by 
scheduling tasks as follows: all tasks from Tiz3,‘+’ must be executed (in any order) as 
soon as all tasks from the interval i are finished, then duo-processor tasks are shifted 
as much to the left as possible. It is desirable to execute duo-processor tasks of a given 
type one after another to reduce the number of preemptions. Finally, uni-proccesor 
tasks follow shifted as much as possible to the left. Tasks from the next interval 
are scheduled in the same manner. Again, we will name this method interval schedul- 
ing. 
When (5) do not hold, it is possible that inequalities (6) are not sufficient o reflect 
interactions between tasks from consecutive intervals. It can be the case, for example, 
that tasks from set T2,’ mflence the completion time of the tasks from T’ 3*i+ ‘, while 
they never appear together in (6). In such a situation it is easier to apply the linear 
programming approach [2]. There is also one more explanation why the interval 
scheduling algorithm does not guarantee optimality. In each partial schedule of tasks 
from intervals 1, . . . , i there are free time slots which provide processing capacity for 
uni- and duo-processor tasks. When there is no longer free space for uni-processor 
tasks they must be allocated in the slots accessible for duo- and triple-processor tasks. 
Depending on the choice of the slot type one consumes free time intervals for 
duo-processor tasks of one of two types. Since the kind of duo-processor tasks 
to follow in the next interval is not considered during the construction of a partial 
schedule, it is not possible to build in this way the optimal schedule for all 
cases. 
We are going to show now that even though the interval scheduling does not build 
optimal schedules in all cases, it is still delivering solutions of good quality. Namely, 
we will show that in the worst case, the relative difference between optimal Lg,, and 
maximum lateness of the schedule built by interval scheduling algorithm LE,, 
is bounded. Let us denote by CL,, the completion time of the last task from 
interval i. 
Theorem 3. Every schedule built by the interval scheduling algorithm for problem 
P31 fixj, pmtnl L,,, satisfies 
LE,, - dj 
r* < 2 where j satisfies C&,, = LzaX + dj. 
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Proof. Firstly, an upper bound on Li,, will be calculated. Note that LE,, = 
maxi { CL,, - di}. Completion time CL,, can be bounded from above by 
i 
tl,j _ t2L.i 
i 
tl23.j + t 12.j + t23,j + tl3.j + max 1 t2.i _ tl%j j= 1 t3.j _ tl2.j 0 
d 1 tt123,j + t12,j + p3.j + tl3.j + t1.j + t2-j + t3.j). 
j= 1 
In the above formulae we assume that tasks from interval i are never executed 
together with tasks from i + 1. 
The lower bound for Lzax is the length of the shortest feasible schedule of tasks from 
intervals 1, . . . , i, decreased by di. According to [3] it is 
II cjTl (t123.i + t12Tj + t13.j + tl.j) I 
max’ < 
$= 1 (tl23.j + p.j + t23.j + t2.j) _ d. 
I X& ct123.j + tl3,j + t23.j + t3.j) ’ 
(9) 
II -j-j& (tl23.j + t1L.i + t13.j + t23.j) 1 
Suppose the last term is maximum, then from comparing it with the previous three 
terms we have cf= 1 t’*j < I:= 1 t23*j and Ci= 1 t-‘-j < Cj= 1 t13,j and &= i t3,j < 
I;=, t 12.j. Thus, we get 
c’ max < cj= 1 (t123,j + t12,j + t-23-j + tl3.j + t13j + t2,j + p-j) 
Gk3x + di c;=l tt123.j + tl2.j + t13.j + p3.j) 
<l+ 
cfzl (tl,j + t2.j + t3-j) 
cj= 1 (t123,j + t12,j + t13,i + t23.j) 
<l+ 
-& 1 (p,j + +j + t3,j) 
< 2. 
cj= 1 (tl23.j + tl,j + t2.j + p,j) 
If any other term in a given interval is maximum in (9), then this term is also greater 
than the last one and the same arguments follow. Next, there must exist at least one 
interval j satisfying CA,, = LE,, + dj. We see that 
CA,, = Lfax + dj d 2(Lz,, + dj) 
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and from this 
Lf& - dj 
LZ,, Q 2. q 
We complete this section with an example for which the optimal schedule is built. 
Example. We are given 14 tasks. Tasks with due date dl = 2 (we enumerate only 
processing times): t123.1 = 5, t’3, 1 = 3, t 23,1 = 4, t”’ = 2; tasks with due date d2 = 4: 
t123*2 = 1, t12q2 = 2, t’3*2 = 1, t2T2 = 3; tasks with due date d, = 5: t12s3 = 3, 
r’3.3 = 2 r23,3 z 1, r I33 = 2 t2,3 = 3, t3,3 = 1. As it can be verified, the above ) 
instance has the accomodation property. Inequalities (6) are satisfied by values of 
L max 3 17. The optimal schedule for this instance is presented in Fig. 3. 
4. P41 fixi, pmtnIL,,, 
In this section the problem of multiprocessor tasks scheduling on four processors 
will be considered. Let us introduce some additional notation. By YD,i we will denote 
the set of tasks in the intervals 1, . . . , i requiring processors from set D, i.e. 
yD.i = u;=i T O-j A competition graph is a graph in which nodes correspond to task . 
types and edges connect nodes (i.e. task types) which cannot be executed in parallel. 
Consider a comptetion graph built for tasks from intervals 1,. . , i. One can distin- 
guish in such a graph twelve cliques - groups of tasks that must not be executed in 
parallel. These are: 
A’={Yi~‘,Y^‘2,‘,Y ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J 13,i cl4,i r123.i rl24.i r134,i rl234.i ), 
B’={Y’,‘,Y ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,, 12.i r23.i o-24,i cl23,i o-124.i 0-234,i o-1234,i\ 
C’=C~3,‘,~--13,i,~23,i,~ ,J ,J ,J ,J 34,i r123.i o-134.i F234,i c1234,i >, 
Di = (y4.i o-14,’ I r24,i o-34,i o-124,i 6-134.i o-234,i o-1234,i 
,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J >, 
c12.i fll3,i r23,i 0-123,i o-124,i 0-134.i r-234-i o-1234,i E’={J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J }, 
d-12,i o-14.i r24,i 0-123,i 0-124-i 0-134-i o-234.i F’={J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,T1234,i}, 
Gi= ,f,gl3,i 0-14,i o-34,i 
,J ,J 9 J 
0-123,i,yl24.i 
,J 2 
rl34.i y234.i 
) +234% 
r23.i r24.i c34.i g-123,i o-124,i o-134.i 0-234-i r1234.i H’={J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J }, 
r12,i r13.i r14,i 0-123,i rl24.i 0-134-i o-234,i 0-1234-i 
I’={J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J f, 
Ji = (yl2,i, g23,i, y24,i, yl23.i 0-124,i r-134-i 6-234.i o-1234,i 
,J ,J ,J ,J 1, 
K’={J ,J ,J ,J ,J ) rl3,i r23.i r34.i rl23,i o-124.i yl34.i , y234,i, rl234,i}, 
r14.i c24.i r34.i 5123.i 0-124,i 0-134.i 6-234-i 0-1234.i 
Li={J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J ,J }. 
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Fig. 3 
To guarantee optimality of the schedule for four processors, built in the same way 
as for two and three processors, the instance of the problem must satisfy more 
restrictive conditions. These are: 
t12,i = t34,i 
3 t 
13.i = t24,i 
f t 14-i = t23-i for i = 1, . . . ,r, 
i 
tlJ G i t234,j for i= l,...,r, 
j=l j=l 
i t2.j < i t134,j for i= l,...,r, 
j=l j=! 
(10) 
i t3,j d i t124,j for i = 1, . . ..r. 
j=l j= 1 
i i 
C t4,j 6 1 t’23,j for i = l,...,r. 
j= 1 j=l 
As in the previous sections, our problem can be solved by the analysis of a set of 
inequalities. 
Theorem 4. For the instances of problem P41 fixj, pmtnIL,,, satisfying conditions (10) 
a feasible schedule with maximum lateness L,,, exists if and only if the following set of 
inequalities holds: 
max 
FE(.#. ,L’) 
<di+L~,, fori=l,...,r. (II) 
Proof. A’, . . , L’ are cliques of tasks which means that tasks in each of these sets must 
be executed sequentially, and no schedule with L,,, smaller than the value satisfying 
(11) can exist. 
We will show, by induction over the ordinal number i of the interval, that as long as 
inequalities (lo), (11) hold, a feasible schedule must exist. In the consequence, minimal 
L max satisfying (11) must also be optimal. 
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Firstly, let us consider the first interval (i = 1). From [3] it is known that the 
optimal schedule for problem P4(fixj, pm&] C,,, has length equal to 
C’ max = max 
.9-+A1, .L’} 
(12) 
From (11) we have C,&, < dr + L,,,, and a feasible schedule can be built in the first 
interval for the given value I+,,,,. 
Assume now, that a feasible schedule for tasks from the interval 1, . . , i exists and 
the inequalities (11) are satisfied for the intervals 1, . . . , i + 1. We will show that 
a feasible schedule must also exist for interval i + 1. Suppose, on the contrary, that 
some task(s) cannot be scheduled. We will analyze all task types by the number of 
used processors. 
Case A: Some uni-processor task(s) cannot be scheduled. Let it be T’g’+‘, without 
loss of generality. Then the following inequality must hold: 
tl,i+l + t12,i+l + t13,i+l + t14,i+l + t123,i+l + t124,i+l + t134,i+1 
+ t’234’i+’ > di+l + Id,,, - jil (tl,j + pj + tl3.j + tl4.i 
+ tl23.j + tl24.j + t134.i + t1234,jj, 
which contradicts (11). We conclude that a feasible schedule for 7”*‘+’ must exist. For 
other uni-processor tasks types reasoning is similar. 
Case B: Some duo-processor task(s) cannot be scheduled feasibly. We can exclude 
from further analysis the case for which duo-processor tasks cannot be scheduled ue 
to some uni-processor task(s) - since this is case A. Hence, we can also exclude from 
further analysis violation of the schedule feasibility by the tasks forming cliques of 
type A’+‘,...,D’+‘. The rest of the proof for case B will have two parts: subcase Bl 
_ when CL,, was imposed by triple-processor and/or duo-processor tasks; and 
subcase B2 - when the length of the schedule in the interval i was imposed by 
uni-processor tasks. 
Subcase Bi: Since CL,, was imposed by duo-processor and/or triple-processor 
tasks, it is 
C’ malt = max 
.9-E(Ei, .L’} 1 1 
1 t;. 
SE.?-, T;ES 
For the instances atisfying Eq. (lo), a sum of processing times of tasks forming cliques 
E”, . . . , L’ is the same. Hence, 
C’ mm = 
SEE’, TOES 
Suppose some duo-processor task cannot be scheduled. This means that for some 
clique with duo-processor and triple-processor tasks schedule is infeasible. Let it be 
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Fig. 4. 
a clique of the E type (E’+’ - E’, to be precise) for example. Then, we have 
t1234,i+l + t123,i+l + t124,i+l + t134,i+l + p34,i+l + t12,i+l 
+ tl3,‘+1 + t23,‘+’ > di+l + L,,, - CL,, 
and from (11) we get a contradiction: 
=di+l + Lrnax 
_ j$l ct1234,j + t123,j + tl24.j + t134sj + t234.j + tl2,j + tl3,j + t23,j) 
2 tl234.‘+1 + tl23,i+l + tl24,i+l + t134,i+l + t234,i+l 
+ t12,i+l + t13.i+l + t23.i+l, 
For the other clique types, the proof is analogous. 
Subcase B2: Note that this subcase cannot happen when inequalities (10) 
hold. 
We finish case B with a conclusion that duo-processor tasks can be feasibly 
executed in the interval i + 1. 
Case C: Suppose some triple-processor task(s) cannot be scheduled. We exclude 
situations that triple-processor task(s) cannot be scheduled due to some uni- or 
duo-processor task(s) since these are case A or case B, respectively. Thus, the following 
inequality must hold (cf. Fig. 4): 
t1234.i+l + t123,i+l + t124,i+1 + t134,i+l + t234,i+l , di+l + L,,, _ CL,,, 
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But from (10) 
C’ max = jil (t1234sj + tl23,j + tl24,j + tl34.j + p34.j + tl2.j + tl3,j + p3.j) 
and we have a contradiction with (11). Hence, a feasible schedule for triple-processor 
task(s) must also exist. 
Case D: Some four-processor task(s) cannot be scheduled. If we exclude the cases 
caused by some uni- or duo- or triple-processor tasks, then the remaining situations 
contradict (11). Hence, the theorem follows. 0 
The optimal value Lz,, can be found in linear time by the analysis of 
inequalities (11). The optimal schedule has the form presented in Fig. 4: 
four-processor tasks T’234*i+’ are scheduled as soon as tasks from interval i are 
finished, then triple-processor tasks are shifted as much to the left as possible. Next, 
duo-processor tasks are executed. Finally, uni-processor tasks follow. After schedul- 
ing uni-processor tasks there is no idle time to the left from scheduled uni-processor 
tasks. 
One may ask what would happen if inequalities (10) were not satisfied. A schedule 
built in the above way would not be optimal in general and inequalities (11) would not 
deliver L,$,,. Without (10) it is impossible to give a simple (and independent of the 
instance) set of rules which would guarantee optimality of the above algorithm. In 
such situations it is simpler to apply the linear programming approach [2]. As in the 
previous section we will prove that the worst case solutions generated by the interval 
scheduling algorithm have maximum lateness (LE,,) within some bounded vicinity of 
the optimum (Lz,,). 
Theorem 5. For any schedule generated by the interval scheduling algorithm for prob- 
lem P41 fixi, pmtnl L,,, the following holds: 
LE,, - 3dj 
L&X 
< 4 where j satisfies CL,, = Lfax + dj. 
Proof. In each interval a lower bound on L&, + di is a sum of the processing times of 
tasks forming cliques. In this proof we will distinguish three cliques A’, E’ and I’ as 
representatives for A’, . . . , L’. For other cliques the proof is similar. 
Case A: Clique A’ is maximal in interval i. The processing time of tasks in this 
clique is a lower bound on L&,, + di. The upper bound on CL,, can be calculated 
assuming that all the tasks from TD*j are executed before tasks from TD~j+’ and after 
tasks from TD.j- ’ (j < i). Furthermore, the period of executing tasks from TDqj can 
be calculated as the sum of processing times of tasks in the A’ - A’- ’ clique plus some 
excess of the processing time which cannot be scheduled in parallel with clique 
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A’ - A’- ‘. Thus, the upper bound on Cf,,,, is 
c 
j= 1 
t1234,j +.t123,j + t124.j + t134.j + t12,j + p3.j + tl4,j + t13j 
\ 
I t234, j + t23, j + t24, j + f2.j _ t134.j - p+j - t13,j - t14’j 
t234, j + t23, j + t34. j + +j _ p,j - t1.j - t12’j - t14’j 
+ max ( t234. j + t24, j + t34, j + ft.j _ tl23.j - tl-j - t12’j - t13’j 
t2j4, j + t23, j + t24. j + t34,j _ tl,j _ t*2,j - tl3J - t14’j 
,O 
< i 0 
1234,j + t123,j + t124,j + t134j + tl2.j + tl3,j + pj + tlJ 
j=l 
+ t234,j + pj + p4.j + t34.j + t2,j + t3.j + t4-j). 
On the other hand, comparing A’ with B’, C’, D’ yields 
jil (tl34.j + tl4,j + tl3.j + tl$j) 2 j$l (t234j + t2.j + t23.j + t24,j) 
2 1 (t2343j + t23,j + t2.j 12 
j= 1 
jil ctl.i + tl2.j + t14,j + tl%i) 2 j$l (+i + t23.j + t34.j + t234,j) 
2 1 (P4J + t3+ 
j= 1 
jil (t1.j + tl3,j + tl2.j + tl23.j) 2 jil tt4.j + t24,j + t34, j + t234. j) 
3 i (t4+j + t24,j). 
j=l 
Thus, we have 
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Qlf 
c;=, (t234.j + p.i + p.~+ p4.J + t2.j + t3.j + t4.j) 
z:= 10 1234.~ + t123,j + p24.j + t 134.j + t12.j + t13.j + tl4.j + t1.j) 
~ 1 + I;=~ (t123.’ + tlz4J + PJ + 2t 12.1 + 2t13.j + 2tl4.1 + 3tl.j) 
Q 4. 
c;=, (t1234.j + t123,j + p24.1 + p34.j + tl2.j + pj + pj + t1.j) 
Case B: Suppose clique E’ is maximal. By analyzing this case as case A we obtain 
the upper bound for CL,, (for the sake of simplicity we have already dropped 
a subtraction in the max term): 
I 
i 
t1234, j + t123. j + t124, j + t134.j + t234.j + tl2.j + tl3.j + pj 
j=l 
\ 
’ t24,j + t34,j + tl4j + pi \ 
t34.i + p.j 
+ max ( t24.i + t2.j 
t14.j _ t19i 
10 / 
G 1 tt1234,j + t123,j + t124,j + p34.j + p4.j + t12.j + tl3.j + t23.j 
j=l 
+ t34, j + t24, j + p4.j + t1.j + t2,j + t3.j + p.j), 
From comparing E’ with A’, ,.. ,D’ we get 
jil (t-j + ty > j<l (t’4.j + t’,j), 
jil (t’34,j + ty 2 j$l (Pj + tq 
ji, (P-j + ty 2 j& (Pj + W), 
jil tt 123.j + p2,j + tl%j + pj) 2 i (tl4.j + t24,j + p4.j + psi), j=l 
Thus, we obtain 
&=,V 1234.j + t121,j + tl*4.j + p34.j + fz34.j + tl2.j + tl%~ + p.j + p.j + p4.j + p4.j + t1.j + t2.j + t3.j) 
c;=, @ 1234.j + t123,i + tlZ4.j + t134.j + p4.j + t12~i + t13.j + tz3.j) 
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gl+ x:=1( tl*4.j + 2t13.~ + t134.j + zt13.j + t234i + 2p3.j + tLz3.J) 
$3 
I;=, ( 
t*234.j + t123.j + t124.~ + t134.j + tZ34.j + p2.j + p3.j + t23.j) 
Case C: Suppose clique I’ is maximal. Then, as for cases A and B, CL,, can be 
bounded from above by 
1 
i 
t1234,j + t123,j + t124,j + tl34,j + $.34.j + tl2.j + tl3.j + tl4.j 
j=l 
’ t24, j + t34,j + pj \ 
+max( 
t23,j + t34,j + t3.j 
t23,j + t24.j + t2,j 
tl,j 
\ / 
d i tt1234,j + t123, j + t124,j + t134,j + t234.j + tl2.j + tl3,j + p4.j 
j=l 
+ t24,j + t23,j + t34,j + t4.j + t3.j + t2,j + $j). 
From comparing I’ with A’, . . . ,D’ we obtain 
jil @ 234,j) > j$l (t’,j), 
jil (tl%j + tl3,j + t14.j) 2 j$l (t23.j + t24.j + $j), 
jil (tl24.j + tl2,j + tl4,j) 3 j$l (t23 + t34.j + t%j), 
t123,j + t12,j + tl3.j) 2 2 (t24.j + t34,j + t4.j). 
j=l 
From this we get 
C' max 
LLx + di 
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I;=, (t1234.j + t123.j + tl24.1 + t134.j + t234.j + tl2.J + tl3.J + fl4.J) 
We have shown that CL,, d 4&Z,, + di). The rest of the proof is analogous to the 
proof of Theorem 3. 0 
5. Computational experiments 
In this section we report the results of computational experiments on the interval 
scheduling algorithm for problem P41fixj, pmtn)L,,, - the most complex problem 
considered in this work. The schedules generated by interval scheduling have been 
compared against the optimal schedules computed by the method presented in [2]. 
The simulation software has been written in Borland Pascal ver. 7 and run on 
IBM-PC 386. The parameters describing tasks have been generated pseudo-randomly 
from the uniform probability distribution: processing times in the range (0, lo], due 
dates in the range [0,5], finally the number of required processors and their indices 
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Memory consumption vs 
the number of tasks 
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Fig. 6. 
were generated in the range [l, 41. We tested instances from 2 till 100 tasks, but due to 
the limitations of our LP-solver only the solutions with up to 20 tasks have been 
compared against the optimal solution obtained with the use of LP. Figs. 5-7 collect 
the results of over 2000 experiments. 
In Fig. 5 the execution time of the two methods is presented. The lowest curve is the 
execution time of the pure interval scheduling algorithm as it has been presented in the 
previous sections. The middle curve is also the execution time of the interval schedul- 
ing algorithm, but the time needed to sort tasks in the order of nonincreasing due 
dates and group them according to their types is added. The highest curve is the 
execution time of the optimization algorithm (presented in [2]). As can be seen, the 
approximation algorithm outranks the optimization algorithm. For example, the 
interval scheduling algorithm schedules twenty tasks in dozens of milliseconds while 
the optimization algorithm requires about a minute. Thus, the difference is three 
orders of magnitude. 
In Fig. 6 the memory requirements for the two methods have been shown. Again, 
the approximation algorithm is better - it requires about 3 kB of memory to schedule 
100 tasks while the optimization algorithm needs about 90 kB to schedule 20 tasks. 
In Fig. 7 the distance of the solution generated by the interval scheduling algorithm 
from the optimum (i.e. Lz,,/L&,) versus the number of tasks is depicted. 
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1.6 
Distance from the optimum 
of the IS algorithm solution 
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Fig. I. 
The upper curve is the worst case observed, the lower one is the average from over 
90 experiments for each point. It can be seen that the average distance is about 
2-3%. The worst case distance for all observed cases is below 50%. This figure 
shows that probably the theoretical expectations from Theorem 5 overestimate 
the worst case. For the instances greater than 8 tasks the worst case distance is 
decreasing. 
We have also analyzed the quality of the solution generated by the interval 
scheduling versus the aggregated istance from the cases for which (10) holds. The 
“aggregated istance” is a rough kind of measure reflecting how far the instance is 
from satisfying (10). In practice, it was the sum for all intervals of the deviation from 
the equations and the inequalities in (10) divided by the number of tasks. No 
correlation between the solution quality and the distance from (10) has been observed. 
We can conclude that the interval scheduling algorithm appeared to be practically 
usable. 
6. Conclusions 
In this paper a new model of preemptive scheduling tasks requiring more than one 
processor at a time has been considered. It has been assumed that any task requires 
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for its processing a set of processors simultaneously. For the case of scheduling on 
two, three and four processors, linear time algorithms have been presented. These 
algorithms and the obtained results can be immediately extended to the case of 
problems P2Ifixj, Pj = 1 IL,,,, P3(fixj, Pj = 1 (IL,,,,,, P4lfixj, Pj = 1 IL,,,, i.e. non- 
preemptive scheduling of unit execution time tasks. Further research in the area may 
consider for example scheduling with release times or nonpreemptive scheduling of 
tasks requiring a set of processors imultaneously. 
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